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_8D_E6_B1_87_E6_c77_171490.htm 1.David likes country life and

has decided to ___ farming.A.go in for B. go back on C.go through

with D.go along with2.Jack was about to announce our plan but I

___ .A.put him through B.turned him out C.gave him up D.cut him

short3.I am sure I can him into letting us stay in the hotel for the

night.A.speak B.say C.talk D.tell4.Last year, the crime rate in

Chicago has sharply ___ .A.declined B.lessened C.descended D.

slipped6.He is too young to be able to ___ between right and

wrong.A.discard B.discern C.disperse D.disregard7.It was no ___

that his car was seen near the bank at the time of the robbery.A.

coincidence B.convention C.certainty D.complication8.One of the

responsibilities of the Coast Guard is to make sure that all ships ___

follow traffic rules in busy harbors.A.cautiously B.dutifully C.

faithfully D.skillfully9.The Eskimo is perhaps one of the most

trusting and considerate of all Indians but seems to be ___ the

welfare of his animals.A. critical about B.indignant at C. indifferent to

D.subject to10.The chairman of the board ___ on me the unpleasant

job of dismissing good workers the firm can no longer afford to

employ.A.compelled B.posed C.pressed D.tempted1.It is naive to

expect that any society can resolve all the social problems it is faced

with ___ .A.for long B.in and out C.once for all D. by nature2.Using

extremely different decorating schemes in adjoining rooms may

result in ___ and lack of unity in style.A. conflict B. confrontation C.



disturbance D. disharmony3.The Timber rattlesnake is now on the

endangered species list, and is extinct in two eastern states in which it

once ___ .A. thrived B. swelled C. prospered D.

flourished4.However, growth in the fabricated metals industry was

able to ___ some of the decline in the iron and steel industry.A.

overturn B. overtake C. offset D. oppress5.Because of its intimacy,

radio is usually more than just a medium. it is ___ .A. firm B.

company C. corporation D. enterprise6.When we listen to music, we

are easily ___ of events in the past.A. remembered B. reflected C.

memorized D. reminded7.They gave ___ broadcast while the

performance was in process on the stage.A. live B. living C. lively D.

alive8.Travelling and meeting new people ___ the mind of young

people.A.expanded B. enlarged C. broadened D. extended9.If you

consider this problem ___ others interest, you may change your

view.A. because of B. with C. due to D. according to10.After our

computer network ___ for the third time that day, we all went

home.A.crashed B. collided C. smashed D. fell答案：1-5 ADCAB
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